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List Highlights Top-Rated Tax and
Accounting Pros
When searching for tax and accounting help, it can be hard to determine who is a
superstar and who is nonresponsive. The TaxBuzz Top 50 recognizes the best-
reviewed and highest-rated CPAs, EAs and tax professionals of 2016.
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reviewed and highest-rated CPAs, EAs and tax professionals of 2016.

This year’s list is headlined by Dennis O’Connor, EA, from San Diego Tax Man. He
attracted 55 reviews from clients, who praised the quality of his services and his
responsiveness. Another common theme of his reviews is his trustworthiness. Like
the other top-rated professionals on the TaxBuzz Top 50, Dennis has very solid
personal relationships with his clients. This year’s list is made up of professionals
from across the country, and it includes 18 Certi�ed Public Accountants and 23
Enrolled Agents. 

A review left for �ve-star rated CPA Christi Bender was consistent with what many
clients had to say about those in the TaxBuzz Top 50: “She is trustworthy, very
responsive and extremely knowledgeable. She is very personable and always makes
you feel that she has your best interest as a priority. Five stars across the board –
always!”

The TaxBuzz Top 50 was put together based on a formula that included quality and
quantity of reviews, background screenings and much more.

TaxBuzz is a growing marketplace that connects taxpayers and small business
owners with the best-rated tax and accounting professionals throughout the United
States. With over 1.4 million visits in 2016 and exponential growth projected in 2017,
TaxBuzz is establishing itself as the go-to resource for entrepreneurs and individuals
who are looking for tax and business help.

Check out the 2016 TaxBuzz Top 50: 

http://www.taxbuzz.com/blog/Introducing-the-TaxBuzz-Top-50-Tax-and-
Accounting-Professionals-of-2016

Don’t leave the search process to chance. The tax and accounting professionals on
the TaxBuzz marketplace are vetted, and their robust pro�les include honest client
reviews, biographies, educational quali�cations and instant appointment-setting. 
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